COMPANION (AC) IN THE GENERAL DIVISION

The Honourable Dr Annabelle Claire BENNETT AO SC for eminent service to the law, and to the judiciary, particularly in the field of intellectual property, to higher education, and to sports arbitration.

Professor David James BURKE AO for eminent service to neurophysiology, to innovative treatments for spinal cord and brain trauma injuries, and to professional medical organisations.

Ms Sharan Leslie BURROW for eminent service to industrial relations at the national and international level, to social equity, and as a champion of human rights in developing countries.

Ms Ita Clare BUTTROSE AO OBE for eminent service to the community through leadership in the media, the arts, and the health sector, and as a role model.

OFFICER (AO) IN THE GENERAL DIVISION

Professor Andrew Victor BIANKIN for distinguished service to medical research, and to the treatment of pancreatic cancer, as a clinician-scientist.

Professor Rachel Claire (Rae) COOPER for distinguished service to higher education, particularly in the field of employment relations, and workplace policy and practice.

Mr Nicholas Richard COWDERY AM, QC, for distinguished service to the law, to the protection of human rights, to professional legal bodies, and to the community.

Professor Calum John DRUMMOND for distinguished service to chemistry and materials science research, to commercialisation initiatives, and as a mentor.

Dr Alan Anthony DUPONT for distinguished service to the international community through security analysis and strategic policy development.

Ms Kathryn Joy FAGG for distinguished service to business and finance, to the central banking, logistics and manufacturing sectors, and to women.

Professor Karim M KHAN for distinguished service to sport and exercise medicine, and to the promotion of physical activity for community health.

Emeritus Professor Susan Caroline KIPPAX for distinguished service to higher education, and to community health, particularly through research into HIV prevention and treatment.

Dr Rachael Linda KOHN for distinguished service to the broadcast media, particularly radio, as a creator, producer and presenter, and to Jewish studies.

Emeritus Professor Edward William KRAEGEN for distinguished service to medicine, and to medical education, in the areas of diabetes, obesity and glucose metabolism research.

Professor Frances SEPAROVIC for distinguished service to science education, particularly to biophysical chemistry, as an academic, and to young women scientists.
Professor Michelle Yvonne SIMMONS for distinguished service to science education as a leader in quantum and atomic electronics, and as a role model.

Emeritus Professor Murray Charles WELLS for distinguished service to higher education, particularly to accountancy, and to business administration.

MEMBER (AM) IN THE GENERAL DIVISION

Mr Bruce William BLAND for significant service to Australia-France cultural relations, and to the community.

Mrs Lucinda BROGDEN for significant service to workplace mental health and wellbeing.

Ms Lindsay CANE for significant service to community health, particularly in regional areas.

Mr Victor George CHAPMAN PSM for significant service to the Indigenous community, to tertiary education, and to the visual arts.

Professor Elizabeth Mary CHIARELLA for significant service to nurse and midwifery education, and to health care standards.

Dr Jonathan Robert CLARK for significant service to medicine as a head and neck surgeon.

Mrs Vicki Anne CONDON for significant service to youth through mentoring and support roles.

Dr Ian James COOK for significant service to gastroenterology, and to medical research.

Ms Sandra Jan CREAMER for significant service to Indigenous women, and to human rights.

Distinguished Professor Shi Xue DOU for significant service to science education in the field of superconducting and electronic materials.

Dr John Patrick EDMONDS for significant service to rheumatology, and to medical research.

Dr Marguerite Virginia EVANS-GALEA for significant service to women in STEMM as an advocate and role model.

Ms Margaret Charlotte FISCHER for significant service to the festival sector, and to the LGBTIQ community.

Reverend Dr Thomas Robert FRAME for significant service to higher education, to the Anglican Church of Australia, and to the community.

Dr Michael Atticus FULLILOVE for significant service to international relations.

Distinguished Professor James Ernest GUTHRIE for significant service to higher education in the field of accounting.

Mr Nigel Clive HADGKISS APM for significant service to the building and construction sector, to public administration, and to law enforcement.
Emeritus Professor Ralph Frederick HALL for significant service to higher education as an academic, and to the community.

Ms Christine Hazel HAWKINS (DUCKER) for significant service to business and commerce, and to primary industry.

Dr Michael John HOLLANDS for significant service to medical education and professional standards, and as a surgeon.

Professor Geoffrey ISBISTER for significant service to medical research in the field of toxicology.

Ms Margaret JACK for significant service to the resources sector, and to Australia-China relations.

Professor Constance Helen KATELARIS for significant service to medicine in the field of immunology and allergy

Ms Cassandra Leigh KELLY for significant service to business through executive roles, and as an advocate for gender equity.

Dr Jennifer Helen KENDRICK for significant service to medicine, and to medical education and standards.

Mr Charles Peter KIEFEL OAM for significant service to Australia-United States relations, and to philanthropy.

Mr Warren Leslie KING for significant service to business, particularly in the area of defence industry capability.

Professor Steven Anthony KRILIS for significant service to medical research in the areas of inflammation, thrombosis and allergic disease.

Dr Richard Priestley LEE for significant service to intensive care medicine.

Mr Andrew Robert LEVENTHAL for significant service to geotechnical engineering, and to the community.

Mr Harvey Warren LOCKWOOD for significant service to rugby league as an administrator, and to the community.

Mr Alastair James McEWIN for significant service to people with a disability, and as a human rights advocate.

Mr Stephen Thomas MOORE for significant service to rugby union, and to charitable organisations.

Dr Helen Patricia RAMSAY for significant service to plant science.

Mr Geoffrey Craig ROBERTS for significant service to urban planning and development.

Mr Anthony Michael SCHEMBRI for significant service to hospital administration, and to medical research.
Professor Arun Kumar SHARMA for significant service to computer science and information technology.

Dr Leon Abraham SIMONS for significant service to cardiovascular medicine, and to education

Mr Mahalingam SINNATHAMBY for significant service to the building and construction sector, and to the community.

Colonel Katherine Susan SOWRY for exceptional service to the Directorate of Personnel Army, Project Suakin and as the Chief of Staff of Joint Health Command.

Mr Andrew Philip SPATE for significant service to conservation, particularly to caves and karsts

Mr Edward Douglas SPOONER for significant service to the renewable energy sector

Dr Richard James STARK for significant service to neurological medicine, and to professional associations.

Professor Carolyn Mary SUE for significant service to medicine, particularly to mitochondrial disease.

Dr Keith Douglas SUTER for significant service to international relations, and to the Uniting Church in Australia.

Dr Lizabeth TONG for significant service to medicine, particularly to child mental health.

Dr Peter Lyndon TYREE for significant service to engineering, and to education.

Warrant Officer Gary William WIGHT for exceptional service to the Royal Australian Navy in the field of Navy People leadership and management.

Mr Peter John WILLIAMS for significant service to architecture.

Commodore Malcolm Kenneth WISE OAM RAN for exceptional service as the Commander Combined Task Force 150 while deployed on Operation MANITOU from November 2017 to May 2018.

Dr Charlotte Ann WOOD for significant service to literature.

Professor Hala ZREIQAT for significant service to biomedical engineering, and to research councils.

MEMBER AM IN THE MILITARY DIVISION

Group Captain Patrick Joseph COOPER CSC for exceptional service to the Australian Defence Force in battlefield airspace control training, aviation coordination and operations, and air traffic control capability regeneration.

Commodore Darron John KAVANAGH CSC RAN for exceptional performance of duty in the field of Navy Capability Management.
Group Captain Scott Matthew PARRY for exceptional service to the Australian Defence Force in E-7A Wedgetail aircraft capability development; Aviation Safety Regulations implementation; and E/A-18G Growler and F/A-18F Super Hornet aircraft sustainment.

MEDAL (OAM) OF THE ORDER OF AUSTRALIA IN THE GENERAL DIVISION

Mr Phillip John BROWN for service to the community of Milton-Ulladulla.

Ms Suzan COX QC for service to the law.

Ms Robyn de SZEKE for service to women through charitable initiatives.

Dr Geraldine Frances DUNCAN for service to rural medicine.

Mr Alexander GELMAN for service to the community through charitable initiatives.

Mrs Lydia GENTLE for service to engineering.

Mr Douglas Howard GRIGG for service to the community through emergency response organisations.

Mr Peter Eric HARLEY for service to the community of Freshwater.

Dr Quang Phu HO for service to medicine in the field of obstetrics and gynaecology.

Dr Kimberley Alan JAGGAR for service to secondary education

Mr Ian John JAMES for service to music publishing and rights.

Dr James Macpherson LINKLATER for service to medicine, particularly as a radiologist.

Mr Sean William LINKSON for service to human rights, and to the LGBTIQ community.

Mr Graham Edwin LUPP for service to community history in Bathurst.

Mr Andrew D'Arcy MACQUEEN for service to conservation and the environment.

Dr David Thomas MCDONALD for service to medicine as a paediatrician

Dr Mary (Tein) Christine MCDONALD for significant service to conservation and the environment

Dr Mary MORAN for service to medical research, and to global health initiatives.

Mr James Andrew O'BRIEN for service to people with a disability through sport.

Dr Gregory Francis O'SULLIVAN for service to medicine in the field of anaesthesiology.

Mr Bernard James PRYOR for service to horticulture, and to the community.

Mr David Ross SMITH for service to skydiving.
Mr William Michael SPARKS for service to community health.

Dr Vida VILIUNAS for service to medicine in the field of anaesthesiology.

Mr Christopher Alan WATSON for service to engineering.

Ms Ellen Margaret WAUGH for service to community history, and to arts education.

Dr Gordon Eustace WHITE for service to medicine, particularly sexual health.

Ms Glennys Louise JAMES for outstanding public service to local government administration, and to town planning, in New South Wales.

Dr Palitha Ranjith KURUPPUARACHCHI for outstanding public service to the New South Wales Police Force, particularly to network communications.

HONORARY MEDAL (OAM) IN THE GENERAL DIVISION

Wing Commander Jeffrey HOWARD for meritorious service in airfield engineering and air base recovery for the Australian Defence Force.

COMMENDATION FOR DISTINGUISHED SERVICE
Australian Army

Lieutenant Colonel Simon Martin VELLA BONAVITA for distinguished performance of duties in warlike operations as the Chief of Future Operations for Train Advise Assist Command - South, Kandahar, Afghanistan while force assigned to Operation HIGHROAD from July 2017 to May 2018.

CONSPICUOUS SERVICE CROSS (CSC)
Royal Australian Navy

Colonel Kim Barbet GILFILLAN for outstanding achievement as the Commanding Officer of the 5th Aviation Regiment.

Royal Australian Army

Lieutenant Colonel Kenneth Alex GOLDER for outstanding achievement as a Joint Operations Command Counter-Terrorism planner from January 2017 to August 2018.

Royal Australian Air Force

Group Captain Nicholas Alexander HOGAN for outstanding achievement in the delivery of operational and humanitarian support for the Australian Defence Force as the Director of Current Military Commitments.

Squadron Leader David Michael BURNS OAM for meritorious achievement in KC-30A multi-role tanker transport aircraft maintenance reform for the Australian Defence Force as the Senior Engineering Officer at Number 33 Squadron.

Squadron Leader Mathew Peter MICHELL for meritorious achievement in air weapons project management for the Australian Defence Force.
CONSPICUOUS SERVICE MEDAL (CSM)
Royal Australian Navy

Captain Damien Lyle SCULLY-O'SHEA RAN for meritorious devotion to duty as Executive Officer of HMAS Canberra.

Commander Samuel Robert WOOLRYCH RAN for meritorious achievement as Deputy Director Maritime Plans in Maritime Operations Branch.